Remedy: Supporting Consumer-Centered Medication Information Search
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Abstract—Remedy is a prototype consumer-centered medication-information search system, developed by applying text-processing techniques and probabilistic generative topic-modeling approaches. Our prototype system includes tools to increase consumer recognition of quality and relevance indicators in medication-related search results. Attendees will be able to use Remedy to search for a range of over-the-counter and prescription medications, and can compare the search experience with that of popular online web search interfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Consumers are increasingly turning to popular search engine results to find websites describing symptoms, medical test results, and medications [9]. While searching for health-related information, consumers visit websites created by a variety of institutions and companies—from international online pharmacies, to personal blogs. The quality and accessibility of online materials is highly variable, even among the top sites returned by popular search engines [10]. In addition to search engine ranking, consumers often rely on the graphical design characteristics of a site to determine its credibility [4]. Unfortunately, this can be misleading [11]. Tools that aid consumers in reliably evaluating both the quality and relevancy of health-related websites are currently missing from the web search user experience. To address this problem, we developed Remedy, a search prototype, shown in Fig. 1, that supports rapid filtering and comparison of medication-information search results, based on a number of website features and content topics.

II. RELATED WORK

Studies have examined the quality of online health information [5], and guidelines have been developed to assist end users in assessing health information quality [6, 8]. Unfortunately, the use of guidelines is limited to those who know how to access and apply them and have the time to do so. Tools that directly support assessment of medication-information search results, during the search process itself, could provide necessary aids to help consumers navigate to relevant, high-quality sources.

Schwarz and Morris recently explored how credibility signals can be used to assist end users in evaluating website search results, for a number of information domains [10]. Online health information search can involve browsing multiple web pages to compare explanations, descriptions or opinions about a single topic. To assist end users with general sensemaking tasks, researchers have developed technologies that combine document summarization techniques with presentation techniques. Dontcheva et al. designed tools to allow end users to create and manage their own tabular document summaries created from website-specific extraction patterns [2]. Cheng and Gotz presented browser technology that recommends web document content, at the page-unit level, to end users to assist them in finding relationships among web pages [1]. In contrast, we focus on determining and presenting salient topic information, with the specific goal of augmenting the medication-information search experience. Remedy supports end-user assessment of website credibility, using metrics tailored to address medication-information search.

III. PROTOTYPE

To design Remedy, we drew on insights presented in the related work described above, as well as a literature review of consumer health-information search practices and patient information needs [3, 9, 12, 13]. From this literature review, we identified four high-level principles that affect consumers’ valuation of online health information: credibility, readability, consumer perspective, and topical relevance. These principles were embodied in Remedy through the design of the following search tools demonstrated in the video:

A. Result-specific topic map

For each web page result, a set of horizontal bars (shown in Fig. 1), indicates the relative amount of page content for each of the set of topics, as determined by our topic analysis. Selecting a topic in the map provides “pop-up snippets”, which preview related excerpts from the page.

B. Result-specific feature annotations

Certain binary characteristics are displayed in the bulleted list for each web page result, as shown in Fig. 1. Features include whether the page was reviewed by experts, contains commercial content, or incorporates patient reviews.
C. Topic Menu: browse all results by topic

Selecting a topic (e.g., “Dose” or “How to Use”) from the topic menu will display topically-relevant page content (as “inline snippets”, shown in the video), collected across all page results for the queried medication.

D. Filters to select results based on page features

Selecting one or more filter criteria narrows the search results to ones that satisfy all selected criteria.

These tools provide web page features not available to consumers today. To develop Remedy, we combined topic-modeling techniques with presentation and interaction techniques, to support topic-based browsing of information across medication information web pages. We applied LDA-based topic modeling algorithms [7] to generate topic clusters, along with additional text processing and manual content curation. The search interface was created using HTML with JavaScript and PHP. A database hosted on a secure web server stores all metadata and indexing information.

IV. DEMO

Using slate computers, attendees will be able to search for a range of over-the-counter and prescription medications and compare Remedy with popular online web search interfaces. We expect the demo to appeal not only to researchers working on medication search in particular, but to researchers interested in domain-specific search for other health-related fields.
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